The 6th International Conference on Transportation and Logistics (T‐LOG 2016)
Intelligent Logistics for Better Integrated Supply Chains
September 7‐9, 2016, Hsinchu, Taiwan
http://tlog2016.conf.tw/
CALL FOR PAPERS
Due to world trade liberalization and global logistics operation, world cargo volume has been
increasing in an unprecedented fashion for the past several decades. This exceptional grow
path has led to tremendous challenges to logistics professionals. With the development of
information and communication technology and the support of data‐driven and
optimization‐based decision making, intelligent logistics plays a crucial role in managing
global supply chains.
As an excellent platform to facilitate the interaction among the logistics professionals, T‐LOG
2016 will be hosted by National Chiao Tung University in Hsinchu, a city known as the Silicon
Valley in Taiwan. The conference will serves as a great opportunity for both academics and
practitioners to exchange their information and knowledge as well as to work on the issues
and problem related to transportation and logistics.
TOPICS
Authors are invited to submit their original, previously unpublished papers related to
transportation and logistics. Topics of interests include, but are not limited to, the following:
‧Aviation Logistics
‧City Logistics
‧Data and Statistical Analysis for Logistics
‧Green Logistics
‧Information and Supply Chain Integration
‧Information Technology for Logistics
‧Intermodal Logistics
‧International and Cross‐border Freight Transportation
‧IOT (Internet of Things) and Logistics
‧ITS and Logistics
‧Logistics and Trade Facilitation
‧Logistics for Smart Factories
‧Logistics System Planning and Design
‧Maritime Logistics
‧Military Logistics
‧Rail Freight Transportation
‧Reverse Logistics

‧Terminal Operations
‧Other topics related to transportation and logistics
PAPER AWARD
In memory of Dr. Yoshio Takechi, the first President of OCDI (The Overseas Coastal Area
Development Institute of Japan), conference papers will be evaluated and awarded on the
basis of their potential application to a practical field of logistics, including the OCDI Young
Researcher Award for the logistics researchers under the age of forty.
JOURNAL PUBLICATION
A special issue of Transportation Research Part E (TRE) as well as International Journal of
Operation Research (IJOR) will be associated with the conference.
ABSTRACT SUBMISSIONS
Abstracts for academic papers must be received no later than 15 January 2016. Please
submit through the conference website http://tlog2016.conf.tw/
IMPORTANT DATES
January 15, 2016

Abstract submission (academic paper)

January 31, 2016

Notification of abstract acceptance (academic paper)

April 15, 2016

Full paper submission (academic paper)

May 15,2016

Full paper/presentation material submission (practical paper)

June 15, 2016

Notification of acceptance

August 15, 2016

Final paper/presentation material submission

CONFERENCE VENUE
MIRC Building, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan.
CONTACT and INFO.
For enquiries, please contact tlog2016@nctu.edu.tw.
Further information can be found in the conference website: http://tlog2016.conf.tw/
CONFERENCE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
The T‐LOG 2016 conference is hosted by National Chiao Tung University (NCTU) and
co‐hosted by National Taiwan Ocean University (NTOU).
This conference is supported by EASTS (Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies) and
T‐LOG Network.

